Office hours for Comp 15, Spring 2019

Unless otherwise stated, OH will be held in the collaboration room. Before going there we suggest you to check on Piazza to see if there have been any last minute changes.

Schedule for Monday:

09:00: Office Hr TAs: Oerat01
10:30: Office Hr TAs: Era_Iyer, Rjoshi06
13:30: Office Hr TAs: Clara_Oppenheimer, Egelbe01, Tanya_Sinha
15:00: Office Hr TAs: Clara_Oppenheimer, Nicholas_Barris, Tanya_Sinha
16:30: Office Hr TAs: Ashley_Smith, Lcamer03, Saad_Mazhar
18:00: Office Hr TAs: Ashley_Wicks, Michelle_Luo
19:30: Office Hr TAs: Aditi_Kocherlakota, Ashley_Wicks
21:00: Office Hr TAs: Jkanov01, Lawrence_Chan

Schedule for Tuesday:

09:00: Office Hr TAs: Gappleby
10:30: Office Hr TAs: Akeser01, Ashley_Smith
12:00: Office Hr TAs: Michelle_Luo, Saad_Mazhar
13:30: Office Hr TAs: Jennifer_Leung, Rthoma05
15:00: Office Hr TAs: August_Moore, Hhe01
16:30: Office Hr TAs: Edebar01, Gvisan01
18:00: Office Hr TAs: Emma_Resor, Margaret_Urheim
19:30: Office Hr TAs: Aditi_Kocherlakota, Jhuang09, Sevans09
21:00: Office Hr TAs: Dmahon02, Omorri01

Schedule for Wednesday:

09:00: Office Hr TAs: Rjoshi06
10:30: Office Hr TAs: Jhuang09, Maxwell_Ekechukwu
13:30: Office Hr TAs: Aditi_Kocherlakota, Aregan03, Emma_Resor
15:00: Office Hr TAs: Clara_Oppenheimer, Sevans09, Supriya_Sanjay, Tchan04
16:30: Office Hr TAs: August_Moore, Egelbe01, Edebar01, Kevin_Destin
18:00: Office Hr TAs: Gvisan01, Hayden_Wolff, Jlober01, Michelle_Luo
19:30: Office Hr TAs: Alice_Dempsey, Lawrence_Ch, Lcamer03, Rthoma05
21:00: Office Hr TAs: Casey_Culligan, Lawrence_Ch, Rthoma05

Schedule for Thursday:
09:00: Office Hr TAs: Jlober01
10:30: Office Hr TAs: Ashley_Smith, Clara_Oppenheimer, Tchan04
12:00: Office Hr TAs: Gappleby, Dmahon02, Tchan04
13:30: Office Hr TAs: Jkanov01, Lcamer03
15:00: Office Hr TAs: August_Moore, Kevin_Destin, Hhe01
16:30: Office Hr TAs: Oerat01, Kevin_Destin
18:00: Office Hr TAs: Oerat01, Akeser01
19:30: Office Hr TAs: Akeser01, Era_Iyer, Pharri03, Saad_Mazhar
21:00: Office Hr TAs: Dwu06, Edebar01, Gvisan01, Nicholas_Barris

Schedule for Friday:
10:30: Office Hr TAs: Nicholas_Barris, Tanya_Sinha
12:00: Office Hr TAs: Alice_Dempsey, Supriya_Sanjay
13:30: Office Hr TAs: Dmahon02, Michelle_Luo
15:00: Office Hr TAs: Hayden_Wolff, Tchan04

Schedule for Sunday:
13:30: Office Hr TAs: Dwu06, Hhe01
15:00: Office Hr TAs: Omorri01

16:30: Office Hr TAs: Casey_Culligan, Saad_Mazhar

18:00: Office Hr TAs: Emma_Resor, Saad_Mazhar

19:30: Office Hr TAs: Ashley_Smith, Mgold06

21:00: Office Hr TAs: Mgold06, Pharri03